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May 21, Oh! And in all this chaos, the burgeoning restaurant scene seems to have found its ideal, loyal
clientele - busy professionals with little patience and ample of money. As more and more people opt to go out
for dinners abandoning the age old tradition of making their own meal, it sincerely makes me shudder to think
as to what our next generation would learn. What traditions will we pass forward? Are we going to give rise to
an unfortunate generation which has been deprived of the sensuous art of cooking? A generation that finds
solace in restaurant bought food over home cooked meals? And I believe those are some very valid points to
think about. Creating and enjoying a home cooked meal has always been my way of adding that personal
touch to my otherwise mundane life or to a get together of friends and family. My very personal signature and
something my very own. It adds in oodles of love and care to something we all value a lot â€” our daily meals
and of course noteworthy ones like birthday meals! Speaking of birthdays, they have always been special to
me growing up. They were the most joyous of days filled with the honor of being treated special for the entire
day. The thrill of opening the packet of candies, crisp new dress and to coming home to an array of my
favorite dishes These days it means more of an occasion of getting together with friends and family to
celebrate the year gone by while welcoming the new one. With such distinctive, pleasant memories of our
birthdays, M and I wanted to make our guests feel special by making them a home-cooked meal. Exactly in
the same way I feel when someone cooks for me. It makes me wonder as to where the novelty of cooking as a
means of celebration slid by? Seems such a rarity these days! Famous in most parts of the country, this Indian
street food has different names - Ragda pattice Yes its been misspelled!! It truly has a high crowd pleasing
potential with really not a lot of effort and of course what better than to invite friends over for a plate of Indian
street food? Generous sprinklings of assorted chutneys, crispy sev fried chickpea noodles and chopped onions
add the extra sparkle to the glory of this dish. A surprising ingredient is responsible for these ease. Read on
and find out.
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A guide to entertaining guests, this text offers ideas for all kinds of parties, from romantic dinners to annual holiday
feasts to grand charity events.

In French-inflected English, Paris-born-and-raised Aretosâ€”his brown hair an electric massâ€”unleashed
wisdom about the importance of work-life balance after they graduate. The skills you need to be professional
in your job is not just your ability to draw and paint. The department, which launched in Fall , houses two
curriculum tracks. Concept Design focuses on the creativity and skillsâ€”drawing, painting, conceptualizing
an ideaâ€”needed to be a concept artist, whether for films, video games or virtual reality VR. Character
Animation emphasizes designing, modeling and bringing to life dazzling characters through digital 3D and 2D
animation. Students take classes such as Viscom Fundamentals , which focuses on visual communication and
clearly illustrating design concepts. Entertainment Design alumni go on to jobs with companies such as
Disney, Pixar, Riot Games, Sony and DreamWorks, and work in animation, video games, theme park design,
film and televisionâ€”fields where ArtCenter alumni from majors such as Illustration , which has an
Entertainment Arts track, have also flourished. He once even owned a farm, with horses, in France. Last year,
he started the studio Alpha Animation with some animation veterans. Trolls artwork courtesy of Kendal
Cronkhite and DreamWorks. After graduating, Cronkhite channeled a love of editorial illustration, punk,
Picasso and other artists into animation, and first joined DreamWorks on Antz. The production phase of your
job is designing every prop, every surface and every detail of every set. What I do spans from rough line
sketches to finished color paintings. Pasadena-based alum Mauricio Abril BS 11 Entertainment applied his
degree towards becoming a freelance concept artist in animation, video games, theme park design and
illustration. He also has an undergraduate degree inâ€”of all thingsâ€”molecular biology. If the client needs
something cute and colorful, I can do that, or something more realistic and gritty. Gritty and photorealistic
could describe the more than a dozen video games that Austin-based game environment designer Francesa
Castellanos BS 97 Transportation has worked on within her year career. Castellanos intended to go into car
design after graduating from ArtCenter, but instead went into game design because of burgeoning
opportunities in the field. She most enjoys working on tactical military first person shooter games, where
winning is based on reflexes and decision-making, like a fluid, shrewd game of checkers. Video game quality,
she notes, has skyrocketed since she first started as a concept artist in the field. Before, I would do everything.
For example, with Call of Duty: For Craig Shoji , who studied Entertainment Design when the program first
began, not having a hotshot attitude has helped him navigate through that psychologicalâ€”and at times high
stakesâ€”design process. That experience jumpstarted his career. I want students to feel ready, and confident.
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Preparing dinner becomes a social event. Family and friends can easily hang out and chat with whoever is
stationed at the grill, and can pitch in by prepping sides or gathering plates. You can host a party without
cleaning the house. Cooking outside keeps your kitchen cool. On the hottest, muggiest days of summer, just
the thought of turning on the oven can be horrifying. Keep your cool by cooking and serving dinner outdoors
instead. Photo by Stone Acorn Builders â€” Browse porch ideas 4. And you can skip the kitchen cleanup.
Dining outdoors works for breakfast and lunch too. If the weather is pleasant, why not bring your breakfast or
lunch outdoors, where you can enjoy it in the fresh air? Photo by Studio b8 â€” Look for deck design
inspiration 6. Grilling is a crowd-pleaser. When some folks in your group are vegetarian, some are vegan,
some are gluten-free and others are mega meat eaters, it can seem impossible to please everyone. Grill cooking
tends to be quick. With slow-cooked barbecue being the rather delicious exception, most cooking on the grill
tends to fall into the quick-cooking category. Photo by Inspired Garden Design â€” Look for deck pictures 8.
Grilling makes even a weeknight dinner feel special. You can host a larger group than you could indoors.
Food tastes better outside. Is it some ancestral memory of cooking on the fire? Is it the fresh air? What do you
love about cooking and eating outdoors?
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Make your home a merry place to be! Tune in all day today for 24 hours of wonderful hosting ideas designed to help you
make the most of the season with a lot less stress.

During classes held in their Cleveland Park home, the Fleischmans not only teach their customers how to
prepare delicious meals, but also show them the art of entertaining without stress -- a great recipe, the
Fleischmans believe, to get the most out of life. Jinny began cooking in her senior year of college when she
and a roommate lived in an apartment off-campus. She continued to nurture her passion for cooking by
entertaining for friends when she moved to the District from New York. It was at one of her dinner parties that
Ed, another native New Yorker, and Jinny were first introduced by a mutual friend. The dinner turned out to
be serendipitous: Ed not only loved to eat, but had a passion for grilling. The Fleischmans started entertaining
for their friends soon after meeting. Jinny recalls, in particular, a cooking course she took at the Smithsonian
taught by Edith Vanocur. Vanocur had an "open and eclectic way of looking at food that I really appreciated,"
Jinny says. Not bound by common ingredients or traditional combinations, Vanocur was adventurous and
"showed us how to cook a leg of lamb with garlic and cuminâ€¦in the 70s," Jinny marvels. Jinny reminds him
of the time they agreed to cook for some friends, while on a visit to Boston. He dug his way to the grill,
shoveled it out and prepared a wonderful meal. Initially, entertaining for friends and family was simply a
hobby for the Fleischmans as Jinny used her creative talent in marketing at the Smithsonian, while Ed worked
as a consultant for the Federal Transportation Administration. Ed cited a cooking class he and Jinny observed
while on vacation in Provence, France, in Ed remembers thinking that "we know as much as he does -- we
can do that. You do such a good job, you should show others. They urged Ed and Jinny to teach others their
talent. Vanocur "had a relaxed way of looking at foodâ€¦. Citing Peking duck as an example, Jinny explains
that it is perfectly acceptable to buy the Chinese pancakes at a local restaurant to accompany the Peking duck
that you prepare as a main course. Jinny seeks to show her class that buying the tomatoes already peeled is a
perfectly acceptable shortcut, eliminating a step and decreasing preparation time. Part of enjoying a meal is
decreasing the stress involved, and Jinny prides herself on teaching her classes tricks to simplify preparation of
an outstanding meal. Her signature "make-ahead notes" offer tips such as making the cake up to six months in
advance and keeping it in the freezer. It is more than food," Jinny explains. While decreasing stress is
important, entertainment involves much more. For this evening, Jinny chose to use plates that resemble
cabbage leaves because, she says, "to me, Sicily is always spring. Once, Jinny was making ice cream for her
guests when the machine broke. While a regular schedule of theme dinners is always offered, business or
social groups can arrange tailored classes for parties or team-building purposes. Details about classes may be
found online at www. Having the class in a home "emulates an Italian kitchen. It is more charming and
relaxed," Sanders says. He says he also enjoys being involved in the preparation of the meal rather than simply
instructed, as many other cooking classes are structured. For particular groups, the Fleischmans also readily
embrace the challenge of special requests, such as vegetarian, vegan or allergy-restricted diets. One way the
Fleischmans expand their cooking knowledge and capability is through travel. While they just returned from a
week-long cooking class in Mexico, they do not always attend classes on their trips. Often, they spend time
teaching themselves how to cook different ethnic foods and experimenting. Then, they travel to a place to "get
a sense of what something should really taste like," Jinny says. Italy, France, China, Spain, Morocco and
Mexico are just a few of the places the Fleischmans have treated their taste buds to. However, Jinny left her
job last year to focus on the business. Saveur, a prestigious food magazine, has asked the Fleischmans to teach
its cooking classes -- a testament to their cooking ability. The first such class will take place in Southern
France. Coinciding with the wine harvest, the Fleischmans have rented a villa at the end of September, where
they will host a seven-day program that involves cooking instruction, winery tours and historical expeditions.
Appropriately named "Travels of the Cork and Fork," the Fleischmans intend this to be just the first of many
destination courses. While their horizons are expanding beyond the Capital Beltway, the Fleischmans continue
to love serving the Washington area. Washington is very unusual for its size in terms of food offerings," Ed
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Naturally inspired. Uniquely beautiful. Count on Kowalski's award-winning floral designer to bring your special occasion
to life with fresh, natural floral arrangements.

Chapter 7 : Rob Zombie on the joys of Halloween [Video]
Joy and Greg Margolis, who together run the new-this-year Nantucket Culinary Center (she is its director, while Greg is
the chef, or more formally, the culinary director).

Chapter 8 : The Joy of Hospitality: Fun Ideas for Evangelistic Entertaining by Vonette Bright
The Joy of Entertaining. 13 likes. The joy of entertaining is when someone else does all the footwork and worrying, do
not get stressed about an upcoming.
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Find this Pin and more on The Joys of Entertaining by Megan Bunker. We have a lot of our parties at a local park, and
this would be great to do a long the river walk: Rustic Photo Booth - great for a country wedding, birthday party, or family
reunion.
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